Abstract: This essay analyzes Japan's otaku subculture using Hirokazu Miyazaki's (2006) definition of hope as a "reorientation of knowledge." Erosion of postwar social systems has tended to instill a sense of hopelessness among many Japanese youth. Hopelessness manifests as two analogous kinds of refusal: individual social withdrawal and recourse to solipsistic neonationalist ideology. Previous analyses of otaku have demonstrated its connections with these two reactions. Here, I interrogate otaku culture's relationship to neonationalism by investigating its interaction with the xenophobic online subculture known as the netto uyoku. Characterizing both subcultures as discursive practices, I argue that the similarity between netto uyoku and otaku is not one of identity but one of method. Netto uyoku discourse serves to perform an imagined nationalist persona. While otaku elements can be incorporated into netto uyoku performance, other net users invoke the otaku faculty of parody to highlight the constructed nature of netto uyoku identity through ironic recontextualization. This application of otaku principles enables a description of otaku culture as a form of social knowledge, reoriented here to defuse the climate of hopelessness purveyed by the netto uyoku. In the final section, I offer examples of subcultural knowledge being applied to national and international issues in order to indicate its further potential as a source of enabling hope for Japanese youth.
Introduction
This essay investigates social orientations within Japanese subcultures according to anthropologist Hirokazu Miyazaki's (2006: 160) definition of hope as a "reorientation of knowledge." Miyazaki characterizes hope as a cognitive process through which the subject adapts available principles and skills in order to respond to adversity. He compares a Japanese securities trader negotiating economic changes with contemporary progressive social theorists grappling with their "incapacity to imagine alternatives to capitalism" in order to illustrate the creative dimensions of hope (Miyazaki 2006: 162) . Following Miyazaki's model of hope as the attempt to reorient knowledge towards the future, we can characterize "hopelessness" as a kind of refusal. Hope exists in the sustained process of imagination and discussion, the persistent consideration of how problems might be surmounted, how differences might be resolved, or how things might work out. Hopelessness, whether conscious or not, means rejecting this process, refusing even the possibility of a future solution.
This kind of refusal unfortunately pervades the social climate in contemporary Japan, where twenty years of recession, pressure from China and Korea, a declining birthrate, and decaying cultural institutions have coalesced into a dismal vision of its future. The social system that saw Japan's success through the postwar period has ceased to function, with no replacement in view. Social withdrawal is a characteristic reaction, as in the phenomenon of hikikomori, where young people refuse to leave their rooms or engage with the outside world (see Horiguchi 2012) . A different form of hopelessness-as-refusal can be seen in the trend called wakamono no ukeika ('youth's turn towards the right'), where disillusioned youth come to embrace intolerant nationalism. This essay focuses on one example of this trend: the netto uyoku ('net far right'), an online subculture gravitating around a core of nationalist and historical revisionist beliefs inflected with intense xenophobia. Netto uyoku neonationalism is characterized by aggressive self-definition enacted through sloganeering and bullying of those deemed "un-Japanese." The following comment on the issue of immigration and Japan's deepening labor shortage illustrates the netto uyoku ethos:
I think it's fine if Japan goes under. There's no meaning in forcing Japan to continue if it means letting in a bunch of foreigners who've got nothing but hate for the Japanese people. 1 If the hikikomori represent an individual refusal to engage with society, the netto uyoku represent refusal on the collective level, attempting to wall Japan away from the pressures of the global twenty-first century. Their textual per-formance has the power to inflect the online social climate, drowning opportunities for compromise or progress in images of conflict justified by a glorified national past.
However, within Japan's Internet culture we can see signs of a way of thinking that combats netto uyoku ideology, the unlikely vehicle of which is otaku culture. This quintessentially Japanese subculture surrounding the media of anime, manga, and video games suffers from a conflicted reputation. Even while critics, businesses, and even the Japanese government have offered up its products as the means to Japan's global success, social commentary has tended to view otaku in conjunction with the two forms of refusal described above. The obsessive fan behaviors of otaku culture are often seen as retreats into fictional self-gratification. In addition, some scholars have noticed commonalities between otaku and neonationalist fantasies. Frequent cooptation of otaku elements by netto uyoku also seems to support a connection between the two.
Without disputing these findings, I argue that the primary similarity between netto uyoku and otaku is one of function rather than content. Both subcultures constitute discourses: specific modes of speaking, imagining, and selfpositioning within social fields that span the online world and physical reality. Contemporary social theorists such as Craig Calhoun (1997) and Rogers Brubaker (2002) have convincingly elaborated a discursive conception of nationalism. As I will demonstrate through a reinterpretation of otaku scholar Hiroki Azuma's (2001) theory of "database consumption," this same discursive understanding can be applied to otaku culture as well. Netto uyoku discourse does appropriate otaku motifs to enhance the performance of its nationalist persona. However, these same motifs enable others to undermine netto uyoku rhetoric by making it the material for ironic play. Extrapolating from Miyazaki's work, I see this second movement as a reorientation of knowledge, where the material of otaku culture is reinterpreted to respond to and neutralize the spread of an ideology of hopelessness. This reorientation also complicates easy associations of otaku with individual social withdrawal. By demonstrating these interactions, I aim to encourage a more hopeful reading of otaku culture as a form of social knowledge with the potential to aid in imagining more hopeful possibilities for Japan.
Social instability and performative neonationalist identity
"Nationalism" can refer to any number of interconnecting political, cultural, or personal beliefs. Craig Calhoun calls this complex of claims the "discourse" of nationalism. For Calhoun, nationalism is a discursive formation in the Foucauldian sense, "a rhetoric, a way of speaking, a kind of language that carries with it connections to other actions or events" (Calhoun 1997: 3-4) . Patterns of nationalist rhetoric share the common practice of invoking concepts of "the nation" for one purpose or another. From this understanding we can begin to locate the type of nationalist discourse particular to the netto uyoku.
Netto uyoku originated on the massive anonymous bulletin board site 2Channel, where they hold a dominant presence on the sokuhō ('breaking story') pages. They have come to use the social networking site Twitter as well, receiving the nickname "hi no maru kurasuta" ('Japanese flag group') for their use of Japanese flags in their profile icons (Figure 1 ). 2 Netto uyoku position themselves as patriotic populists who expose the lies of the mass media, China and Korea, and whoever they deem "anti-Japanese leftists" (hannichi sayoku). Media theorist Akihiro Kitada (2005) explains how this orientation arose from the ironic character of 2Channel communication, which uses the mass media as material for a vast and ongoing inside joke. Kitada (2005: 211) poses the netto uyoku as the bitter end of ironism, where cynicism becomes the participant's "romantic self-image." 3 Driven to comb the mainstream news for ideological slippage, users' ironic commentary finally reaches "a kind of conspiracy-theory outlook" (208) (209) . Their predilection for seeking out and denouncing enemies stems from this attitude. For example, in July 2015 the television personality SHELLY posted a tweet praising the energy of youth organizations protesting Japan's remilitarization. Her Twitter page was subsequently bombarded with hate comments. Spilling over onto 2Channel, attacks highlighted SHELLY's mixed racial background and American citizenship:
She's a Korean-American hāfu (mixed race), right? She doesn't have a drop of Japanese blood in her, but she's wondering how Japan will turn out? Japan is trying to become a nation that can protect its people, in other words, a normal nation. That's all. We don't need any concerns from some irresponsible foreigner.
I fully agree. Japan is for the Japanese people only. 4 Ethnic exclusionism and militaristic destiny simultaneously brought to bear on an incidental comment, cliquish conversations between commenters, and the fabricated "Korean" label (SHELLY is half Italian-American and half Japanese) are hallmarks of netto uyoku rhetoric. The political issue -Japan's remilitarization -is subsumed into the "becoming" of the nation, after which communication is closed off -"that's all." The purifying of the national self is all that matters. This example demonstrates how netto uyoku discourse invokes an ethnocentric image of the nation in order to negate differing viewpoints as impure essences.
Nationalist invocation can aid ideologies of integrative democracy just as easily as those of ethnocentric isolationism. Unfortunately, the destabilized socioeconomic climate of post-millennial Japan has obscured these progressive dimensions of nationalism. Anthropologist Anne Allison (2013) has documented the erosion of Japan's "super-stable" postwar family-corporate system under the pressure of the long recession and global neoliberalism. Allison utilizes the concept of precarity -the loss of stable work and corollary social identity -to describe how the new kakusa shakai ('unequal society') generates feelings of placelessness, humiliation, and loss among not only direct victims but all of society. Faced with poor economic prospects and isolated from meaningful social involvement, many young Japanese become "social withdrawees stuck in a timeless, infertile present" (Allison 2009: 99) . In a similar project, philosopher
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Toshimasa Usui (2008) refers to this psychological complex as kakusa ishiki ('inequality consciousness').
Kakusa ishiki forms the seed of the two hopeless refusals described in the introduction. Allison's work focuses on social refugeeism as exemplified by the figure of the hikikomori. Analogously, political scientist Motoaki Takahara's (2006) "uneasy nationalism" (fuan-gata nashonarizumu) and cultural critic Toshihito Kayano's (2011) "hysterical nationalism" (nashonarizumu no hisuterīka) both characterize the current nationalism as a panicked response by victims of the kakusa shakai. "As inequality and poverty spread and social exclusion increases," Kayano (2011: 37-38) writes, "nationalism is activated as an identity schema and becomes xenophobia. The move toward conservatism (ukeika) […] is clearly related to the cruel social reality that young people are faced with." This "nationalism as identity schema" exhibits a preoccupation with the image of the Japanese nation and the Japanese people. National pride legitimates a sense of place. The nation's guarantee of belonging can even possibly serve as a source of hope for those who identify with it. However, in an unstable and increasingly undefined Japan, nationalist identification leads to what Calhoun (1997: 6) calls "evaluative" national rhetoric: statements attempting to force a certain definition of the nation, associated with "excesses of loyalty […] ideologies of national purification, and hostility to foreigners." The absence of a strong progressive discourse among Japanese youth after the failure of the student movements of the 1960s exacerbates this problem (Kotani 2004 ).
This preoccupation with definition explains the hopeless character of netto uyoku discourse. It does not concern itself with the future of the nation. Rather, it serves to crystallize an image of the participant as a nationalist. Every patriotic or racist slogan functions as a moment of self-definition which is validated through its recognition by others. Historian Eiji Oguma has shown how historical revisionist groups revolve around a schema of negative and positive "keywords," creating "a space where, by confirming shared values (or, more accurately, shared keywords) they attempt to achieve stability for their identities" (Oguma and Ueno 2003: 203) . This "consoling nationalism" also characterizes netto uyoku behavior. Their rhetoric is an example of Rogers Brubaker's concept of "grouping." Brubaker urges scholars to move beyond "groupist" essentialism and examine how collective identities are linguistically enacted:
We should remember that participants' accounts often have […] a performative character. By invoking groups, they seek to evoke them, summon them, call them into being. Their categories are for doing -designed to stir, summon, justify, mobilize, kindle and energize. (Brubaker 2002: 166; italics in the original) Netto uyoku discourse must constantly repeat the practice of invoking and thus creating its group, publicly exhibiting xenophobia and militarism in order to stabilize a collective nationalist identity and thus their place within it. Political scientist Naoto Higuchi (2014: 67, 139) notes that Japanese antiforeignism (haigaishugi) does not have a "street" subcultural manifestation like the skinheads in neo-Nazism, a point especially valid within Internet culture. As a result, netto uyoku linguistically invoke their collectivity. Consider these two Twitter profile descriptions:
I love Japan! I'll fight the Chinese, Koreans, and everyone else who intimidates our nation. We won't forgive or lose to the invaders! Anti-Japan Japanese get out! My existence is to protect our nation! Let's shake off America's influence! Respect for General Tamogami! 5
Long live Japan! Long live Prime Minister Abe! Zainichi [Korean nationals] must die! Our great Yamato race was chosen by the gods! Divine retribution to the Chinese and Koreans humiliating our great Yamato race! 6
We notice similar motifs: personal identification with and devotion to "our" nation, praise of hawkish politicians, vilification of "enemy" nations. Furthermore, these slogans appear in a similar pattern of rapid-fire exclamations. This rhetorical deployment of keywords enables netto uyoku to recognize each other. In the earlier citation, the second of SHELLY's attackers "agreed" with the first by deploying a set ethno-nationalist phrase. Netto uyoku invoke the nationalist group through techniques such as these. By referencing collective understandings, these shared motifs enact a gestalt image of "groupness" itself, while simultaneously creating an identity for the speaker as a member of that group.
As we saw in the SHELLY comments, netto uyoku discourse does not seek dialogue. As a product of Japan's precarious condition, it finds safety by enclosing itself in racist and militaristic posturing. This function is especially visible in the practice of tataki ('denouncing'). Takaki developed out of 2Channel's distinctive method of "communication through the inside joke" (Kitada 2005: 10) . After an article or photo is placed at the start of a new thread, users take turns adding vicious comments. For those inclined to rational debate, tataki is utterly exasperating. The smallest chance is seized, the minutest point enhanced into a statement of hostility. Its racist rhetoric constitutes a particularly ugly form of ascription and description that aims to construct and maintain an ideational border around netto uyoku space (Barth 1969: 14-15 Japanese directors barely get a chance; why are they getting special treatment? 17 >>11 Delusions like that are why you Koreans are always hated. 18 It's because they're doing stuff like this that Yubari's going bankrupt! 19 If the Zainichi are moving to a bankrupt place it's going to be hard to get rid of them. 20 There are more chon than you can imagine in coal mining towns.
Similar insults appear like leitmotifs throughout the comments: Japan's sense of fair play, the rigged contest, Yubari's financial woes, even the racial slur itself. The dissenter, possibly fabricated, is ethnically dismissed as "Korean." The conflict with imaginary Koreans serves to intensify this performance of group formation. Attempts at debate have no meaning, since a thread marked as netto uyoku space serves as a stage to perform neonationalism, not defend or support it. The collective show of hate is the end goal. This dynamic leads me to describe the netto uyoku's nationalism as one of hopelessness. It is a discourse whose entire goal is to refuse any possible reorientation of the concept of Japan. Its "nation" legitimates identity as a base for conflict and exclusion, not as a guide for new possibilities. Japan's actual future is ignored in favor of an idealized image that provides the unstable subject a retreat into a self-gratifying identity space.
Reorienting the otaku
The otaku subculture -so called because of the overly formal pronoun (lit. 'your house') which early fans of anime and manga used to address each other with -has existed since the early 1980s. "Otaku" denotes passionate involvement in one or more of any number of media forms, most iconically anime, manga, and narrative video games. As the popularity of its products increased within Japan and abroad, otaku culture came to define Japanese cultural production (Toivonen and Imoto 2012) . Psychoanalyst Tamaki Saitō (2000: 30) defines otaku as a psychological orientation with "a strong affinity for the fictional context." Though the media forms and their related practices vary considerably, otaku share the common goal of relating to the aesthetic worldview of their media's fictional universe. The driving forces of otaku culture are the sexually charged bishōjo ('beautiful young girl') characters and the idealized love called moe (lit. 'budding') that fans feel for them (see Galbraith 2009a) . This eroticized devotion to the fictional world has put otaku culture at odds with mainstream sentiments. In 1989 it became the focus of a "moral panic" after serial killer Tsutomu Miyazaki was revealed to be a fan of anime and manga (Kinsella 1998: 308-309) . Subsequent definitions of otaku, including critic Azusa Nakajima's (1991) "unformed selves" and sociologist Shinji Miyadai's (1994) "unbalanced specialists," cemented an image of otaku as isolated and socially inept. These interpretations characterized otaku as symptoms of a general retreat in Japanese society towards reclusiveness and self-satisfied delusion.
Throughout the 1990s critics connected with the anime and manga industry challenged negative views of otaku, including the "Otaking" Toshio Okada. The growing popularity of anime and manga abroad also led to greater acceptance within Japan as well. More sophisticated definitions of otaku culture appeared as it gained a prominent position on the Internet. Perhaps most notably, philosopher and cultural critic Hiroki Azuma (2001) described it as a new form of cultural consumption. For Azuma, otaku constitute a Japanese expression of the global postmodern where narrative and meaning have given way to "animalistic" pleasure-seeking. The individual works of otaku culture are merely the surface manifestations of a collective imaginative stock of character traits, genre configurations, plot points, and tag lines he names the "database." According to Azuma, otaku desire neither meaning nor even whole characters but simply any attribute that provides a pleasurable stimulus, which they comb the database to either consume or produce. Azuma's theory parallels Allison's (2009: 106) more general description of Japanese youth products as "chains of information that, once assembled, manipulated and recombined, become animated in a 'data-fied' form of life." "Data-fied" otaku culture also receives negative assessments, though. In Azuma's system, database culture encourages obsessive involvement, leading to detachment from the real. Allison similarly concludes that the "recursive worldview" and "endless addictive fun" of J-Cool provide only an escape from and not a solution to Japan's breakdown in social reproduction.
The alienated image of otaku encourages a view of the subculture as vulnerable to nationalist illusions. This connection is not without justification. Associations of otaku culture with nationalism have come from a variety of perspectives. Feminist critics have noted how anime narratives can serve as attempts to reclaim a lost masculinity for Japanese men (see Mizuno 2007; Naitō 2010) . Azuma (2001: Ch. 1) describes the presence of fetishized images of traditional Japan in anime and manga, which he interprets as an example of the fragmented identity of postwar Japanese society after its defeat and cultural absorption by the West. The "pseudo-Japan" of otaku culture offers a means of forgetting this fracture by evoking a period in history when Japanese identity was stable. Azuma speculates that this element explains the attraction of the medium for conservatives. Sociologist Masachi Ōsawa (2011: 197-198 ) draws a more systematic connection when he claims that "the revival of nationalism today is operating under a mechanism formally analogous to that which drove the evolution of the otaku." Ōsawa (2009) views Japan's postwar history as a series of "ages" characterized by conceptual shifts in the binary opposite of "reality." Otaku culture arose in the "age of fiction" but is now influenced by the "age of impossibility" that created the new nationalism (Ōsawa 2011: 200) . For Ōsawa, both otaku and neonationalists are part of a mutating pattern of thought that struggles to resist social reality. Otaku resist by retreating into fiction. Neonationalists envision the violent hyper-reality of war. Since the two overlap historically, each one can be influenced by the other.
It is certainly true that neonationalists make use of anime and manga. Right-wing manga artist Yoshinori Kobayashi's series Shin Gōmanizumu Sengen ('My Arrogant Declaration') helped popularize revisionist views of Japanese history. Similarly, the anti-Korean Manga Kenkanryū ('Manga against the Korean Boom') galvanized the anti-Korean hate group Zaitokukai (Morooka 2013) . Bishōjo characters adorn many Twitter profiles alongside the Japanese flag, as seen in Figure 1 . The anti-Korean/anti-Chinese Japanism often uses bishōjo art for its covers (see Figure 2 ; Yukiusagi 2011). Some netto uyoku tout anime and manga as examples of Japanese cultural excellence, though this is much less common than might be expected. Another important linkage lies in the fact that both otaku and netto uyoku inhabit the larger sphere of Japanese Internet culture. Higuchi (2014: 138) has shown how online right-wing groups make use of arbitrary linking to generate connections between their xenophobic material and unrelated subjects. As fellow Internet users, otaku run the risk of being incorporated into the right-wing consensus through an inability to distinguish between different kinds of content. Additionally, thematic connections do exist between otaku culture and the two refusals of individual withdrawal and nationalist solipsism. Its narratives often contain topics of alienation, frustrated identity, and power fantasy, which if unexamined could lead a participant to accept the reactionary conclusions offered by the netto uyoku.
However, popular culture does not always entail brainwashing, nor do virtual practices necessarily lead to delusion. Cultural studies scholar John Fiske (1989: 37) called for a "skeptical optimism" when reading popular culture, encouraging theorists to pay attention to the little moments when participants actively use cultural products to negotiate the social terrain they have come to inhabit. I believe that otaku culture's relationship with the netto uyoku warrants this kind of reading. To properly examine it, we need to understand otaku culture as a discursive community. Observers tend to reify otaku into a concrete social group, on the same level as "Christians," "senior citizens," or even "Japanese." This tendency to essentialize collective categories is another instance of groupism (Brubaker 2002) . Contemporary social theory has more than adequately demonstrated the constructed and hypothetical nature of group categories; for the virtual and global category "otaku" this is especially so. "Otaku culture" is less a visibly defined physical group than a sum of ideas, images, and meanings held in common, as well as the practices in which participants utilize them.
In fact, Azuma's database model supports such an understanding. As previously mentioned, the database model is composed of "the anonymously-made setting (the database's deep layer) and the works (surface simulacra) that each artist actualizes" (Azuma 2001: 63) . This means that amateur artists and even consumers are on equal footing with professional creators. Since the visible unit of the otaku imagination is the character, creative energy focuses on assembling physical features, personality traits, plots, settings, and even whole genres drawn from the database's collective imaginative stock. Creators pull from this common pool of meaningful units and recombine them into a new expression, a process reminiscent of an electronic artist sampling tracks. Successful combinations lead to further permutation, as in Figure 3 , where the traits "silent," "pale," and "mysterious" are reinterpreted in four different characters (Azuma 2001: 74) .
Azuma claims that this process is "not for obtaining meaning from the work, nor as a means toward social activity but as a means of confirming your existence […] as a pure spectator" (Azuma 2001 : 100, italics mine). Trained as a poststructuralist, Azuma adopts a view of society as the consumption of signs detached from reference in reality. He sees otaku as "database animals" who consume symbolic content in pieces, without regard for cohesive meaning. Certainly, as a creation of late capitalist society, database culture is enveloped in consumption. But it requires a metaphorical stretch to call an amateur artist sharing drawings among friends a "producer," or a person using a character's face on their Twitter page a "consumer." The metaphor of consumption perhaps holds, but other metaphors can hold just as well. Defining otaku culture as consumption limits the links we can draw from it to other forms of social activity, which in turn encourages images of passivity and isolation. Azuma's fellow critic Tsunehiro Uno (2008) criticizes him on exactly this point. Database culture is not spectatorship, but one of many micro-communities bound by common communication goals and methods (also see Galbraith 2009b). Recognizing otaku as a communicative cultural practice enables us to see how it interacts with other realms of the social.
Otaku communicate through a common understanding of the fictional world they are trying to relate to. The use of character types is one example. Figure 4 depicts a character from the series Toradora! (J. C. Staff 2008). Through the combination of facial features, pose, and accessories, viewers recognize her as a tsundere (lit. 'angry-sweet') -a character type who is outwardly combative but inwardly tender. By understanding the cues and the type they convey, viewers are able to predict her role in the story (Shinjō 2006) . Each character comprises a "statement" designed to evoke a particular response and narrative understanding. This new statement must apply affective symbols in a way that conforms to unstated rules, which participants use to gauge whether the particular articulation is worth relating to. Successful works are extolled online and elsewhere, creating points of contact with other fans. Otaku culture is not a retreat from the social, but one particular conversation within it. It requires skills of recognition, assessment, and re-deployment. It also obeys a distinct set of aesthetic principles. These practices thus constitute a certain kind of discursive knowledge which has the potential to be utilized for new purposes. 
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On the social field of the Internet, otaku elements are deployed both for and against the solipsistic nationalism of the netto uyoku.
Discursive appropriation: obsession versus irony
I have characterized both the otaku database and netto uyoku nationalist rhetoric as discourses in order to highlight the functional homology between them. Both are "cinematic and social tools" for fashioning public identity (Appadurai 1996: 63) . Both gain legitimation through collective reservoirs of cultural material deployed for the purposes of a recognizable social activity. Though some themes are shared, the goals are fundamentally different. Otaku participation serves to negotiate a relationship between the participants' real lives and the fictional world they identify with, while netto uyoku discourse strives to enact an invincible nationalist identity. It is important here to make the distinction between otaku culture and a person who participates in it, between netto uyoku rhetoric and a person with nationalistic tendencies. It is possible for an individual to take part in both of these communities of meaning, even to access them in tandem, such as when we see a Japanese flag and a bishōjo on the same Twitter page. One netto uyoku -or more accurately, one netizen with both xenophobic nationalist tendencies and an affinity for the fictional contexthas appropriated the fundamental unit of the otaku database into netto uyoku discourse in order to bolster their online nationalist persona with a visual sense of presence. Netto uyoku Twitter profiles represent perfect constellations of the nationalist "romantic self-image" Kitada (2005) describes. A profile's self/group performance seeks to eliminate ambiguity and encapsulate identity into a single moment of purity, with the idealized "nation" as its legitimation. This penchant attracts them to bishōjo characters. As manga critic Gō Itō explains,
The strength of a [character] is […] its ability to appear in many different texts, to withstand the different drawing styles and meaning codes of secondary works while maintaining its sense of identity. (Itō 2005: 108) Bishōjo characters' flexibility gives them the aura of a durable existence, which motivates appropriation for other purposes. Character typing flattens personality into an eternal image of a character's unalterable "self." Hiroshi Odagiri (2010) calls this the iconographic nature of the character. Associating oneself with the bishōjo's existential solidity can strengthen the participant's sense of identity as well. Saitō notes that this is a fundamental aspect of idealized moe love, where the fan desires not only the character but also the image of himself in love with the character (Saitō 2011). Self-validation via a transcendental object constitutes a thematic commonality between otaku and netto uyoku.
This functional similarity, more than any percieved "Japaneseness" in anime, informs netto uyoku use of characters. The bishōjo functions alongside the flag as a secondary level of validation for nationalist self-image. The particular bishōjo need have no ideological connection to nationalism. Figure 5 shows the polymorphous virtual idol Hatsune Miku alongside the phrase "Takeshima is Japanese Territory!" The link between Miku and the territorial dispute is arbitrary; her character serves only to legitimate the issue in question. 8 Through her presence, both the nationalist claim and the speaker espousing it are meant to gain the metaphysical sense of certainty she exudes. This kind of association can also be achieved linguistically. Compare the following profile description with the character in Figure 4 
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I love Japan! Things I like: my country Japan and everyone who loves it. Things I hate: All those worms shouting anti-Japanese things. 9 The language has borrowed the spiny but loveable tone of the tsundere. To those versed in the communication mode, these messages imbue the speaker with the character's ontological force. In a kind of affective copy-and-paste, these netto uyoku seize the image of a bishōjo for use as an eroticized fetish of their nationalism, the separate validations of nation and fiction simultaneously deployed in the service of the user's obsessive self-positioning.
However, this obsession constitutes a weakness. As Kitada explains, the netto uyoku's sarcastic nationalism represents the extreme form of a cultural paradox, a "simultaneous coexistence of structural ironism [aironizumu] and pathos [kandō]" (2005: 196-197 ) that inflects all media activity. This unstable duality is present in otaku culture as well. The romantic drive towards purity is embodied in the bishōjo character. However, the ironic drive functions alongside it, mocking both otaku obsessions and those of others. Manga critic Gō Sasakibara (2004) explains how a suspicion of strong passion developed in manga culture during the 1980s. Passion had to be portrayed parodically. Later generations of producers and consumers grew up understanding this parodic structure as a given, and consequently ridicule of obsession through parody became an essential component of otaku narration.
Mistrust of strong belief took on a distinctive form in the early 2000s within the medium of otaku-themed pulp fiction known as the light novel. The defining work is Nagaru Tanigawa's (2003) Suzumiya Haruhi no Yūutsu ('The melancholy of Haruhi Suzumiya'). Depressed about the anonymity of her existence, Haruhi Suzumiya has decided that she has "no interest in regular humans." She therefore attempts to enact plot elements from genre fiction in order to will supernatural phenomena into being. The sarcastic narrator Kyon functions as the common-sense foil to her often outrageous schemes. This dynamic functions as a meta-commentary on the duality of obsession and irony within otaku culture. While literary critic Keita Hatooka (2013) correctly depicts Kyon as the disaffected young man of today, it is significant that Kyon takes decisive action at crucial moments, explaining to Haruhi that her pursuit of the marvelous will have real-world consequences. The light novel anti-hero symbolizes a selfregulating function in otaku discourse, where irony points out obsession and thus neutralizes it. This axiom -that an excess of belief is dangerous and should be countered with parody -is a principle within otaku culture's discur- sive knowledge, a truth statement that orients a participant towards its products in a certain way.
The parody website Learn about the Nanking Massacre with Haruhi Suzumiya (Suzumiya Haruhi de manabu Nankin daigyakusatsu) actively reorients this principle against the netto uyoku. 10 This anonymous online work was completed in November of 2008. Taking the form of a conversation between Haruhi's characters, it explains the historical event while refuting the arguments of revisionist Shūdō Higashinakano, whose Thorough Review of the Nanking Massacre claimed to prove the slaughter was a fabrication. Figure 6 shows a small section of the dialogue. "The history we've been taught is all lies," Haruhi claims in enlarged multicolored characters, "We've been tricked by a great evil [….] At this rate Japan will become part of Korea!" Kyon responds in normal font, "So you've started saying ridiculous things again." The dialectic of the original work is preserved; Haruhi plays the obsessive right-wing conspiracy theorist, Kyon the sarcastic voice of reason. In a close parody of the original work, the final section features Haruhi describing how neonationalist websites cured her melancholy at the blandness of ordinary life. The sites showed her that simply by being Japanese, she was a "rare and sublime existence." The commonly understood story of Haruhi brings the subconscious goals of netto uyoku discourse to the forefront, rendering its drive towards purity into an object of ridicule. Nanking with Haruhi offers a superbly visible example of otaku-style irony deconstructing nationalist obsession. Netto uyoku ironism has given way to real pathos, which makes it in turn fodder for irony. In Nanking with Haruhi, one netizen has recognized the spread of a reactionary worldview and adapted a core aesthetic principle of otaku culture to expose the vulnerable motivations behind it.
Few examples of this reorientation are as direct and educational as Nanking with Haruhi, but this is inevitable. Netto uyoku discourse rejects rational discussion in favor of group ascription, border creation, and the pursuit of a pure, inalterable self-image. An effective refutation strategy, then, is to recognize netto uyoku's performed identity as a character type, identifying netto uyoku tropes in order to preempt them. The aforementioned dynamic in light novels provides the framework for this strategy. In the following passage from Yomi Hirasaka's
Boku wa tomodachi ga sukunai ('I don't have many friends'), a thematic descendent of Haruhi, Kodaka's sister Kobato has decided she is a vampire princess and is trying to incorporate her brother into her story.
"That's some nerve you have, daring to raise an opinion against me. You may be of my blood, but should you forget that you are no more than a familiar you shall come to woe your ignorance." "Oh so that's the scenario now, is it?" (Hirasaka 2009: 166-167) Kobato attempts to invoke an invincible identity through imaginative tropesarchaic diction, the witch's familiar, reference to blood -from the otaku database. The problem is that she is taking it too seriously, believing her own fabrication. Kodaka simply reminds her of the constructed nature of her current persona. Compare this to the following 2Channel exchange:
5 What's wrong with using anime, the pride of Japan, for your icon? They're just jealous of Japan's four seasons. 7 >>5 Quit with the four-season pushing, okay? 11
Comment 5 uses a typical patriotic motif -extolling Japan's four seasons. Rather than debate, Comment 7 seizes on the image and points out its status as a clichéd trope. This move represents another reorientation of knowledge. The referencing skills central to otaku participation allow the commenter to access the imaginative database of cultural nationalism in order to ironically resituate it.
This strategy of preempting netto uyoku rhetoric has led to the creation of a netto uyoku character type called neto uyo, a demeaning term for netto uyoku. Users delineate the character by maintaining lists of netto uyoku statements and slogans online, identifying a set neto uyo persona. These lists are sometimes arranged into comical ASCII drawings to be copied and pasted onto netto uyoku threads as a way of disrupting the conversation. 12 The Wikipedia parody Chaku Wiki similarly features a constantly evolving netto uyoku ethnography entitled Beta na netto uyoku no hōsoku ('The hackneyed laws of netto uyoku'), with such indicators as "textbooks and mass media are lies, but copy-pasted internet clips are truth." or "Go insane when kimchi appears in anime." 13 This process treats netto uyoku discourse as a database, compiling its statements in order to recontextualize the transcendent nationalist persona as merely another character type with an accompanying narrative function, that of a comical lunatic. The neto uyo's maniacal personality is visualized via ASCII art. Figure 7 shows a typical rendering, with a frantic face and "patriotism" branded on his forehead. In this image, the neto uyo bangs his fist, screaming "I'm a normal junior high schooler! Normal! Normal!" 14 This line mocks the tendency of netto uyoku to position themselves as "just normal citizens who love Japan." Again, the nation legitimates this self-image; one's love for Japan is supposed to seal them away from criticism. Here, use of the neto uyo character inverts this same self-presentation by exposing it as the manifestation of an identity crisis. The invincible nationalist becomes just another young man searching for a place. Figure 8 depicts -albeit in an exaggerated way -the common reaction to being labelled neto uyo. 15 "I'm not a neto uyo!" he protests, "What's your definition of neto uyo anyway? That's just a label the chon made up! We're not evil! It's all the mass media's fault! But I'm not a neto uyo!" The "character-ization" of netto uyoku puts pressure on the discourse; its validating rhetoric is reduced to the routine tropes of a comic foil. While this tactic is unlikely to convert any hardliners, it can provide a check to those entertaining the idea of netto uyoku as a strategy of identity validation. Conservative writer and netto uyoku apologist Tsunehira Furuya has come to urge other nationalists to avoid racism and to frame problems with Korea as political issues rather than ethnic standoffs. While by no means moderate, Furuya's "netto hoshu" ('net conservative') position does welcome discussion, unlike the frenzied grouping of tataki. Furuya demonstrates online "prejudice" with a web drawing of a sweaty overweight netto uyoku (Furuya et al. 2013: 45) . The image is basically a hand-drawn version of the ASCII neto uyo, indicating that the parodic sabotage of neonationalist discourse is forcing at least some conservatives to reevaluate their practices.
More significant than these admittedly small material gains, however, is the thought process these maneuvers represent. It is a reflective function, more philosophical than political. Like any communicative practice, otaku culture enables certain views of the self and the world, as well as certain approaches to dealing with it. These patterns have made it possible to critically examine the netto uyoku position and expose its vision of the nation for the non-solution it is. Otaku culture's capacity for this kind of reorientation signifies its potential as a form of social knowledge. While not "a discourse of hope" in itself, it nonetheless has the flexibility to be utilized outside of its own sphere to respond to pressing social concerns. Recognizing this potential will enable us to notice and encourage further reorientations of its principles towards meaningful social participation.
Further reorientations -ISIS-chan and Babel
I have attempted to demonstrate otaku culture's positive social potential by examining its relationship to the netto uyoku. A product of Japan's current instability, netto uyoku nationalism offers solace by erasing the outside world through collective performances of racist identity. The discourse of otaku culture originally functions to maintain a relationship with its fictional universe and to communicate with others who share this relationship. The parodic attacks on netto uyoku identity signify a reorientation of knowledge wherein the otaku principles of characterization and irony are reapplied to defuse netto uyoku posturing. Although justifiable connections have been made between otaku culture and hopeless refusal, these operations show that it can also be used to resist such conclusions.
Of course, rejection of hopelessness does not necessarily entail hope. The pressing goal of this essay has been to refute an essential link between otaku and the dead-end of netto uyoku discourse. The extent of otaku culture's ability to help imagine a future for a troubled Japan remains to be seen. However, there are positive signs. As Miyazaki's (2006) work suggests, hope lies in people's persistent efforts to find a path towards the future using the means at their disposal. In closing, I offer two examples where otaku culture has provided the means for such endeavors.
On the international front, otaku parody has recently been implemented against a formidable adversary, indeed the picture of obsession itself. After the beheading of two Japanese citizens in January 2015, the Japanese public came to know and fear the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant. Otaku responded by converting this symbol of violence into a bishōjo with green hair named ISISchan (Figure 9 ). 16 Visual specifications were posted online and contributions Brett Hack were circulated via Pixiv and other sites. The beheading knife was reinterpreted as a tool for paring melons, the dark gaze of the executioner recast as an adolescent pout. The goal was to circulate enough renditions of ISIS-chan that she would eclipse the terrorist organization on a search results page. We see in this effort the same parodic response to extremism that was mobilized against the netto uyoku. ISIS-chan mocks ISIL's self-image, smothering its hyper-masculine posturing in an endearing feminine presence. It defies the threat simply by being happy. Since terrorism thrives on fear, resistance means carrying on, announcing to the attackers "we are not afraid." In this sense, ISIS-chan is no less of a political statement than the protest cartoons published by Western illustrators in the wake of the Paris attacks on the Charlie Hebdo staff that same month. Furthermore, in contrast to many Western depictions, ISIS-chan guidelines forbade drawings of Allah or Muhammad, as well as disparagement of Islam. "The bad ones are ISIS, not the Islamic religion," the rules explained. Thispinpointingofthepropertargetamidathicketofinterculturalissuesisdistinctive because it indicates a stance to the informational war on terror that is unconcerned with clashing civilizations or international justice. ISIS-chan is a uniquely Japanese solution who asserts herself by not accepting the cultural oppositions being forced upon her.
Finally, a vision for the Japanese nation itself appears in the light novel
Babel by Akira Nakata (2011) . Babel is essentially a simple crime-action story with a standard otaku-style emphasis on its characters. However, it takes place in an intriguing near-future, where the precarious Japan of our time, unable to financially sustain itself, has collapsed. Reorganized into a federation of smaller governments, it has developed into a multiethnic society.
Whether people had blue eyes, or blonde hair, or an afro; whether they prayed towards Mecca every day; whether they were masters of Kenpo or Muay Thai; whether they loved escargots, kimchi, or vodka; whether they ate curry with their hands or with naan; whether they'd bathed in the Ganges; whether they wore Turbans or bindis -there wasn't a single one of them who couldn't speak Japanese. (Nakata 2011: 50) We have returned to the issue which commenced this essay: immigration and Japan's economic stress. Unlike the netto uyoku commenter who saw no meaning in a Japan filled with foreigners, Nakata's novel dares to visualize such a nation, wondering if "Japanese" as a category can still exist. It finds its solution in language. Japanese identity remains in Babel in the form of common communication between the different cultures that have come to call the island chain home. Otaku culture's concern with characters also extends to the worlds they inhabit. Though these fictional worlds often feed off Japan's idyllic past, Babel imagines a future where Japan is forced to change, but in changing, continues. The role of the imagination in the reorientation of knowledge makes moments like these worth searching for. While in some ways a symptom of Japan's problems, otaku culture's rich imagination nonetheless offers possibilities for their solutions. Scholars and participants alike would do well to pursue its potential as a distinctive part of the country's cultural repertoire and thus a resource for hopeful engagement with its future.
